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how to make profits in the stock market steadily and consistently fundamental
analysis is an essential core skill in an investor s tool kit for evaluating a
company on the basis of its track record sales earnings dividends products management
etc as well as the economic and industry outlook it is a value based approach to
stock market investing solid and prudent that typically offers handsome profits to
the long term investor raghu palat s book will help you master the essentials of
fundamental analysis it clearly explains with illustrations all the analytical tools
of economic industry and company analysis including ratios and cash flow it shows you
how to judge a company s management and its products and discover what actually lies
behind the figures and notes in a company s annual report and how to calculate the
intrinsic value of a share fundamental analysis will help you base your investment
decisions on relevant information not tips hunches or assumptions doing that will
help you make solid consistent long term profits legendary modern day investors like
warren buffet and peter lynch used basically this approach to amass fortunes on the
stock market so can you my autobiography is a record of my life and interactions with
many interesting people over the course of my work this involved key industries and
organisations like keppel corp wearnes natsteel sph uob lta jtc and sso having the
good fortune to meet many prominent singaporeans such as tan chin tuan wee cho yaw as
well as mr lee kuan yew dr goh keng swee dr toh chin chye mr lim kim san and sr
nathan allowed me not only a good perspective of various industries and businesses
but also how some of these eminent statesmen think they moulded my view of life i ve
also gone through a wide range of experiences from changes in governments impact of
technology on our daily lives changes in entertainment media to various life
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threatening crises i hope this unique compendium would be of interest to younger
readers growing up in a new and different world but knowing how we got here and why
an anthology of original essays this book presents debates over practice theory and
implementation of restorative justice attention is focused on the movement s
direction toward a more holistic community oriented approach to criminal justice
intervention the book contains basic and easy to understand analysis of listed
companies in india this is suitable for the people who are new to investing and wants
to get an idea about the business ecosystem in india it requires some basic financial
knowledge this is the fifth book in our 10 books series on fundamental analysis of
the listed companies in india the books do not have any relation with one another and
analyses a completely different set of companies you can start with any random book
from the series and need not begin with the first book thorough research is done by
our research analysts over a 10 year period on both the qualitative and quantitative
factors of these companies the book tries to present this research in a simple easy
to understand format this is not only information about the companies but it is also
a story of their growth hundreds of annual reports investor presentations management
commentary and con call transcripts have been analysed to gather data and analyse its
business model and financial condition if you are an investor in indian markets this
book is a must read for you this is an ideal book for people who are new to value
investing and can be understood even by people with little financial knowledge the
companies covered in this book are as follows vodafone idea jyothy labs jsw steel
bharat electronics bharti infratel jsw energy ipca labs gsk pharmaceuticals strides
pharma divi s laboratories hindustan zinc bharti airtel indian hotels jindal steel
and power p g india endurance technologies niit limited united spiritsyou can get the
excel models used for the analysis from here eloquens com channel 121482235 use code
bdv25 to get 25 off on any excel model the research methodology used is of star
ratings which makes it easier to understand the complex financial terminologies used
for the analysis each company is evaluated on 10 categories and given a rating out of
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5 stars from this we will arrive at a combined stock rating for the company the
categories are as follows economic moatbusiness model and managementgrowth
ratiosprofitability ratioscash flow ratiosliquidity and solvency ratiosefficiency
ratiosvaluation ratiosroe du pont analysis future prospectshappy investing
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how to make profits in the stock market steadily and consistently fundamental
analysis is an essential core skill in an investor s tool kit for evaluating a
company on the basis of its track record sales earnings dividends products management
etc as well as the economic and industry outlook it is a value based approach to
stock market investing solid and prudent that typically offers handsome profits to
the long term investor raghu palat s book will help you master the essentials of
fundamental analysis it clearly explains with illustrations all the analytical tools
of economic industry and company analysis including ratios and cash flow it shows you
how to judge a company s management and its products and discover what actually lies
behind the figures and notes in a company s annual report and how to calculate the
intrinsic value of a share fundamental analysis will help you base your investment
decisions on relevant information not tips hunches or assumptions doing that will
help you make solid consistent long term profits legendary modern day investors like
warren buffet and peter lynch used basically this approach to amass fortunes on the
stock market so can you
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my autobiography is a record of my life and interactions with many interesting people
over the course of my work this involved key industries and organisations like keppel
corp wearnes natsteel sph uob lta jtc and sso having the good fortune to meet many
prominent singaporeans such as tan chin tuan wee cho yaw as well as mr lee kuan yew
dr goh keng swee dr toh chin chye mr lim kim san and sr nathan allowed me not only a
good perspective of various industries and businesses but also how some of these
eminent statesmen think they moulded my view of life i ve also gone through a wide



range of experiences from changes in governments impact of technology on our daily
lives changes in entertainment media to various life threatening crises i hope this
unique compendium would be of interest to younger readers growing up in a new and
different world but knowing how we got here and why
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an anthology of original essays this book presents debates over practice theory and
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the book contains basic and easy to understand analysis of listed companies in india
this is suitable for the people who are new to investing and wants to get an idea
about the business ecosystem in india it requires some basic financial knowledge this
is the fifth book in our 10 books series on fundamental analysis of the listed
companies in india the books do not have any relation with one another and analyses a
completely different set of companies you can start with any random book from the
series and need not begin with the first book thorough research is done by our
research analysts over a 10 year period on both the qualitative and quantitative
factors of these companies the book tries to present this research in a simple easy
to understand format this is not only information about the companies but it is also
a story of their growth hundreds of annual reports investor presentations management
commentary and con call transcripts have been analysed to gather data and analyse its
business model and financial condition if you are an investor in indian markets this



book is a must read for you this is an ideal book for people who are new to value
investing and can be understood even by people with little financial knowledge the
companies covered in this book are as follows vodafone idea jyothy labs jsw steel
bharat electronics bharti infratel jsw energy ipca labs gsk pharmaceuticals strides
pharma divi s laboratories hindustan zinc bharti airtel indian hotels jindal steel
and power p g india endurance technologies niit limited united spiritsyou can get the
excel models used for the analysis from here eloquens com channel 121482235 use code
bdv25 to get 25 off on any excel model the research methodology used is of star
ratings which makes it easier to understand the complex financial terminologies used
for the analysis each company is evaluated on 10 categories and given a rating out of
5 stars from this we will arrive at a combined stock rating for the company the
categories are as follows economic moatbusiness model and managementgrowth
ratiosprofitability ratioscash flow ratiosliquidity and solvency ratiosefficiency
ratiosvaluation ratiosroe du pont analysis future prospectshappy investing
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